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Lila

Behind all the formal the high waisted denim the

wildly long untrimmed hair,
large ugly sweater the big chunky scarf and pre-

scriptionless glasses I wear, is

someone who has fallen through and

might be much more than she seems. Be -
yond all the causes the shopping at thrift stores the
trendy yet old fixed gear bike, the
cult classic movies the underground music of
bands that I don't really like, is
on - ly me who might just be a
girl who has put up a wall and
knows that without it she'll fall.

And even if you were my one and
only.

even if you told me you'd be there.

the thing I have learned in love is it's
Hipster and be too cool to care.

And

with all things vintage, organic, and liberal the
cigarettes, coffee, and beer, the

dodging convention and dotting pretension of

life on the indie frontier, is

something fake which I can't shake that's
 difficult to disregard.

'Cause

once you're devout it's so tough to get out of the

life style of trying too hard.

And even if you were my one and
only,

and you said you'd never pass me by,

the thing that I know so well is it's
better just to be a hipster

and just embrace the irony that you and me could'nt

ever be a pair 'cause
what I've learned when love's concerned is it's
safer not to share 'cause the
music and fashion, the dogmas and passion for
shunning the norms that have been. is
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all just a show as the ironies grow since it's
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all just a way to fit in, and
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Quasi tempo

I have long since given in...

185 186 187 188

And even if you were my one and
on - ly

I would call it noth - ing but a
dream

and no mat - ter what should come I sup -
pose I'll always be a

hipster, cause love is so main -

A little slower than A Tempo

stream.